Arena of valor hero guide

Arena of valor best starting hero. Arena of valor support heroes. Arena of valor hero list.
In Arena of Valor a hero is a character that players can control. Each hero has his own unique set of abilities. Heroes start the game at a low level (1), and earn gold and XP from destroying towers, killing monsters, minions, and enemy players, and passively during the game or a support item. Gold can be used to purchase items that enhance hero
statistics and also providing extra abilities. Experience unlocks higher levels of for the hero to upgrade their skills. There are different classes for heroes, such as marksman, mage, assassin, tank, warrior, and support. Heroes can deal either physical damage or magic damage, buff themselves, debuff enemies, and inflict control effects to others. Some
heroes have two roles instead of one, the first is their primary role and that will affect their playstyle. For example, Bright is an Assassin-Marksman. As Bright is primarily an Assassin, he will receive the Enraged Abyssal Dragon Buff Assassin: Soulblade instead of Marksman: Starstrike. Proficiency[] Proficiency is a measurement for how much a player
has used a hero. A minimum of Expert (Medium) is required to play Ranked matches with that hero to prevent any players from performing poorly. Proficiency will be gained in all matches in various increments, the highest being 56 per match (apprentices only) or 1 (across all proficiency levels). Players cannot lose Proficiency. Synergy[] Players can
increase synergy from a certain hero by playing them and answering questions through the story. Hero Lore[] Each hero has its own story. This tab contains all the detailed information about that hero including the Lore. Athanor[] The full Lore can be found on the Athanor Map. Power Ranking[] Players can increase power for a certain hero by
playing ranked matches with that hero. Reaching the 1500 point mark gives a position on the leaderboard of your region. The top 10 players on the power ranking for a particular hero on a server will receive the Server's Best title for that hero at the end of each month. Heroes[] Note: The cost of the Heroes may be different between servers.
Assassin[] Aoi Batman Bright Butterfly Enzo Flash Keera Kriknak Murad Paine Quillen Nakroth Sinestrea Wukong Zill Mage[] Aleister Azzen'Ka D'Arcy Diaochan Dirak Iggy Ignis Ilumia Ishar Jinnar Kahlii Zata Krixi Lauriel Liliana Lorion Marja Mganga Natalya Preyta Raz Sephera Tulen Veera Yue Marksman[] Brunhilda Capheny Eland'orr Elsu Fennik
Hayate Laville Lindis Moren Slimz Tel'Annas The Joker Thorne Valhein Violet Wisp Yorn Support[] Alice Annette Aya Chaugnar Cresht Gildur Krizzix Lumburr Peura Rouie TeeMee Zip Tank[] Arum Ata Baldum Grakk Max Mina Omega Taara Ormarr Roxie Thane Toro Xeniel Y'bneth Warrior[] Airi Allain Amily Arduin Arthur Astrid Dextra Errol
Florentino Kil'Groth Lu Bu Maloch Omen Qi Riktor Rourke Ryoma Skud Superman Tachi Veres Volkath Wiro Wonder Woman Yan Yena Zanis Zephys Zuka Hero release timeline[] The hero release timeline does not include the latest 5 heroes which released after Allain, being Thorne, Sinistrea, Lorion, Dextra, and Bright.[1] List of Heroes[] The
following is a list of heroes in the game Arena of Valor. To keep you up to date, here are the latest patch notes. As of January 1, 2021, there are 108 heroes. Two are on test servers and have not been released in live servers yet. The latest hero, Bright, was released on December 25th, 2020. Video[] [[1]] Hey, This is Blog Gametimeprime and this guide
is about Champions Build in Arena Of Valor. Best heroes build guides for Arena Of Valor 2022. We works hard to help you craft the best heroes build for the meta. Learn more about heroes’s abilities, strategy guide, items, arcana and rune. 2 The Best Strategy Guides in Arena Of Valor Heroes Aov Builds You can find your’s hero in here: Valhein |
Thane | Veera | Lu Bu | Mina | Krixi | Mganga | Zanis | Omega | Kahlii | Zephys | Diao Chan | Chaugnar | Violet | Butterfly | Ormarr | Azzen’Ka | Alice | Gildur | Yorn | Toro | Taara | Nakroth | Grakk | Aleister | Fennik | Lumburr | Natalya | Cresht | Jinna | Payna | Maloch | Wukong Aov | Kriknak | Arthur | Slimz | Ilumia | Preyta | Skud | Raz | Lauriel |
Batman | Airi | Zuka | Ignis | Murad | Zill | Arduin | Joker | Ryoma | Astrid | Tel’Annas | Superman | Wonder Woman | Xeniel | Kil’Groth | Moren | TeeMee | Lindis | Omen | Tulen | Liliana | Max | The Flash | Wisp | Arum | Rourke | Marja | Roxie | Baldum | Annette | Amily | Y’bneth | Elsu | Richter | Wiro | Quillen | Sephera | Florentino | Veres | D’arcy |
Hayate | Capheny | Errol | Yena | Enzo | Zip | Qi | Celica | Volkath | Krizzix | Eland’orr | Ishar | Dirak | Keera | Ata | Paine | Laville | Rouie | Zata | Allain | Thorne | Sinestrea | Dextra | Lorion | Aoi | Tachi The Best Strategy Guides in Arena Of Valor 1. Constantly look at the mini-map. 2. Ensure that you have a massive pool of knowledge with regards to
the heroes. 3. Be aware of meta shifts with respect to both champions and in-game items too. 4. Don’t waste gold on heroes and instead focus on arcana. 5. Adapting to how the game progresses – pre-game, mid-game and late-game. Read more: Hero AovItems AovArcana AovRune AovAov rank tier listRov ThaiLan The warriors of Arena of Valor are a
balanced mix between killers and tanks. This means they’re not much on either side but they can do both. So, the idea is that as a warrior, you’d want to be able to get into a fight even when there’s a lack of a tank. At the same time, you want to be able to walk away from a said fight with at least 1 kill. How about doing both and walking away with
enough Hit Points (HP) to keep doing it?!! Of course, some warriors are put together a bit better than others!! Having a dual class helps but even some single class warriors can get the job done. First things first As with any “Top X” list, you’ll almost always have someone that disagrees with it in some way. That’s fine and there’s nothing wrong with
that. The point being, you can always try something else if you like. That’s fine and there’s nothing wrong with that too!! Next, depending on how you play and what you use, you very well could end up with different results. This guide is NOT an absolute and it never was. But it’s a pretty good start as a collection of warrior type heroes that won’t
easily bomb out on you!! Unfortunately, warrior heroes don’t have much in the way of fun quotes!! That’s fine since you’re supposed to be busy killing things anyway!! This list is presented in no specific order. Now on with the warriors!! ZEPHYS Zephys is listed as a dual class warrior. He has a pretty good survival rate with his passive and his
Death’s Flurry skills. With a certain amount of HP lost, he takes less damage. The Death’s Flurry skill has a vamp effect as long as you hit a hero with it. Get hit a couple of times and then lead off your attack with Death Rift to get in close. Follow that with 1 or 2 basic attacks. Otherwise, just lead off your attack with Death Rift + 1 or 2 basic attacks.
Use Death’s Flurry to regain some lost HP. Finish off an enemy hero with Death from Above. Your better bet is to either use that when your target has low HP or to close the gap again. Item Build Sonic Boots for the armor and damage reduction from normal attacks. The Beast for the attack damage which helps the vamp effect. Don’t just rely on
Death’s Flurry for the vamp effect!! Mantle of Ra for the armor and extra damage to nearby enemies. Omni Arms for the extra damage, attack speed boost, vamp effect, and the cool down reduction (CD). Slikk’s Sting for the critical hit rate and critical hit damage boosts along with the attack speed boost. Shield of the Lost mostly for the attack speed
reduction of enemies but the HP and armor boosts work nicely too!! MALOCH Maloch is listed as a dual class warrior. He can be a bit tricky to use but very tough to kill. His skills don’t do that much damage but they’ll help keep him alive and close enough to hammer targets with his basic attacks. The hard/tricky part is that you have to get in close to
begin your attack. Start with Souleater and make sure you have many as you can targets inside the cone. Then use Cleave to hit as many heroes as you can. From there, basic attack as much as possible and use Shock on opponents that are trying to run away. Item Build Sonic Boots for the armor and damage reduction from normal attacks. Omni
Arms for the extra damage, attack speed boost, vamp effect, and the CD Reduction. Spear of Longinus to gain CD Reduction, more armor, and to “nuke” a target’s armor with your basic attacks. Download Arena of Valor (AOV) Download Arena of Valor (AOV) Mantle of Ra for the armor and extra damage to nearby enemies. The Beast for the attack
damage which helps the vamp effect this item has. Ancestral Glory to help keep Maloch alive!! Even if he gets killed somehow, he’ll pop right back up in place with some HP to either continue fighting or “get out of dodge”!! LU BU Lu Bu is listed as a warrior. The idea with Lu Bu is to try to keep targets close by and slow. Even though the item build
listed below doesn’t use it, you can change an item for Fafnir’s Talon for more attack speed to trigger his passive more. Red Stallion has a very short range but it can be cast 3 times in a row. So don’t rely on it too much to close the distance since it’s not always easy to aim it. Conqueror is mostly used to boost Lu Bu’s attacks and gain a set amount of
vamp effect (NOT a % based vamp effect). So, try to get in close to use Red Stallion 3 times. Pop your target(s) with Impale for a slow. Stick with basic attacks for a while to get Impale reset to use. Use Conqueror to either help keep you alive or for the damage boost. Item Build Spear of Longinus to gain CD Reduction, more armor, and to “nuke” a
target’s armor with your basic attacks. Sonic Boots for the armor and damage reduction from normal attacks. Mantle of Ra for the armor and extra damage to nearby enemies. Switch this with Fafnir’s Talon for more attack speed. Omni Arms for the extra damage, attack speed boost, vamp effect, and the CD Reduction. The Beast for the attack
damage which helps the vamp effect this item has. These items with Life Steal (vamp effect) stack with Conqueror. You should be seeing a lot more green numbers popping up next to Lu Bu when using him and these vamp items. Ancestral Glory to help keep Lu Bu alive!! ZANIS Zanis is listed as single class warrior. His passive relies on getting kills
OR assists (up to 20) for a damage boost and to restore lost HP. Use Blood Wyrm + a basic attack to close the distance and do extra damage on a target. To make vamp effects from the item build really crank in, use Tail Sweep as soon as possible for its attack speed boost + basic attacks. Use Dragon’s Wrath as a finishing move and to help protect
Zanis from other attacks with its damage reduction. Item Build Sonic Boots for the armor and damage reduction from normal attacks. You can swap these for the War Boots IF you want to boost his attack speed more. Blitz Blade mostly for the Chain Lightning. Honestly, who doesn’t like Chain Lightning?!! But the attack speed sure helps too!! Fafnir’s
Talon to gain more attack speed boost and the vamp effect. Shield of the Lost mostly for the attack speed reduction of enemies but the HP and armor boosts work nicely too!! Omni Arms for the extra damage, attack speed boost, vamp effect, and the CD Reduction. Ancestral Glory to help keep Zanis alive!! ARTHUR Arthur is listed as a warrior and a
tank. So he can definitely shell out the damage and take a lot of hits too!! You’ll get more and more armor from his passive so that’s basically a wasted passive due to other effects. The fun part for Arthur is the ability to use his other skills while Holy Guard is in use. Lead off your attacks with Righteous Fervor + 1 basic attack while an enemy hero is
targeted. You’ll be right on that hero in a heartbeat!! Next, activate Hold Guard and move around the area. Try to follow an enemy hero when this skill is in use. You can use Deep Impact (not the movie!!) on enemies that are trying to run away or as a finishing move. Just try not to jump into an enemy torrent’s attack range!! Item Build Gilded Greaves
to help reduce some incoming damage. Especially from magic based attackers. Fafnir’s Talon to gain more attack speed boost and the vamp effect. Mantle of Ra for the armor and extra damage to nearby enemies. Omni Arms for the extra damage, attack speed boost, vamp effect, and the CD Reduction. The Beast for the attack damage which helps the
vamp effect this item has. Ancestral Glory to help keep Arthur alive!! On a side note, Lu Bu is the only hero currently in Arena of Valor which can only be gained by using real money. He’s a reward for your first top up. Hope you enjoyed reading this guide and find the information here useful. Have fun playing Arena of Valor on BlueStacks!
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